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PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTION CAREFUL
LY BEFORE OPERATION

！
Regarding to how to use the machine correctly and safely, please take
attention to the following instructions. Make sure you have read it before
operation.
1、This product is only suitable for indoor use. If it needs to be installed
outdoors, it should be equipped with rainproof and sunscreen facilities such as
canopy.
2、This product shall not be installed in high temperature, humid environment
and direct sunlight environment.
3、Non professional personnel shall not dismantle the components on the
electrical control box without authorization.
4、After the security door is turned on, it enters the self-test procedure, and can
be used normally only after the self-test is completed.
5、The security door shall be installed on a flat and vibration free ground to
avoid collision with the door when people pass.
6、Each security door is attached with a warranty, which can be repaired free of
charge within the warranty period.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

This infrared body temperature monitoring door adopts international
advanced non-contact detection technology, which can establish the first line of
defense through accurate contact of personnel and temperature through
non-contact temperature measurement; fast screening can effectively reduce
the detection workload and improve efficiency.
It uses portable, high sensitivity, detection time <1s, when the body
temperature exceeds the warning set temperature, it can sound and light alarm
at the same time.
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INTERFERENCE MATTERS

There are several kinds of possible interferences in the work of body
temperature screening security door:
1.

Solar interference
The security door shall be used indoors to avoid direct sunlight, which will
affect the temperature measurement function of the security door and
cause over temperature alarm.

2.

Item interference
During the inspection process of the security door, if the past inspectors
fail to operate according to the use specifications, and the security door
probe detects other items that are not in the forehead position, the word
"please retest" will appear on the security door.
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1. Performance And Features:
1) Self-diagnostic function, maintain easily.
2) Module applications and a variety of settings are controlled by digital signal,
and can adjust accurately by programming.
3) Data encryption, restore and query, it's convenient to manage the data.
2. Main Parameter:
◆ Input power: AC 85～264V / 50-60Hz domestic universal power supply
(international optional);
◆ Standby power consumption:≦12W, ultra-low power consumption, low
radiation;
◆ Frequency: 4KHz～8KHz;
◆ Working environment: Temperature Detection: + 15 ℃～+ 35 ℃

3. Special Function:
1) System diagnostic: self-diagnostic when starting.
2) Alarm function: the sound and light alarm simultaneously, also can have
9999 records, can query and record the alarm time.
3) Anti-Interference function: digital circuit design, prevent false alarm,
Infrared anti-interference, strong resistance to outside interference.
4) The temperature threshold can be set, and the temperature of the
measurement result is displayed in the LCD screen;
5) Battery backup: the battery could support not less than 2hours (Optional).
4. Other Specifications:
1) LCD backlight: 0-99s display time can adjust continuously.
Contraband identification: according to the speed of sound frequency to
identify the size of the metal objects.
2) Alarm sound: 10-25s alarm time, 255 grade sound volume.
3) LED alarm: LED bar graph on both gatepost.
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4) Alarm temperature: alarm temperature threshold can be set according to
requirements.
5) Height adjustment: multiple temperature sensor mounting holes are reserved,
which can be adjusted according to the user's height.
6) Use of labels: use graphic symbols to guide the tested personnel to use them
correctly.
7) Harmless to human body: harmless with heart peacemaker, pregnant women,
magnetic floppy, recording tapes…etc.

5. System Management:
Fixed ID: each product has its' own ID.
System registration: can use time and specified date to register.
Chinese and English display: select the language according to need.
Calendar: display year, month, day, hour, minute.
Management encryption: prevent the data is revised unlawfully or false
operation to make the product working abnormally.
Restore setting: restore factory setting, restore original data.
6. Easy To Install:
This product adopting integrated design, just need 10 minutes to install &
disassemble.
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PARTS SPECIFICATION

Figure 1
1. Parts Specification Figure 1:
Ⅰ. Control unit case
Ⅱ. Left door panel
Ⅲ. Right door panel
Ⅳ. Detecting tunnel
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(1) LCD Panel
(4) Screw
(7) Foot cover
(10) Infrared sensors

(2) Cover plate
(5) Power switch
(8) Work light
(11) Fixed screw hole
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(3) Top seal
(6) Power plug
(9) Alarm light
(12) temperature sensor

2. Parts Function Specification:
Ⅰ. Control unit case: place power system, control system, display system,
the core mould of the product.
Ⅱ. Left door panel: connecting the power line & taking charge of the safe
detecting of left zones and alarm.
Ⅲ. Right door panel: taking charge of the safe detecting of right zones and
alarm.
Ⅳ. Detecting tunnel: the detecting tunnel for passengers.
(1) LCD Panel: integrated LCD display and key adjustment control for
displaying product working status and personnel Perform commissioning
and maintenance.
(2) Cover plate: It can protect the product from dust and rain.
(3) Top seal: a part of the structural support, which has the function of
fastening the front and rear aluminum columns and withstanding the rain
in a short time.
(4) Screw: The hexagon socket screws reliably join the main body box and
the door panel together to form a whole.
(5) Power switch: dual switch, reliable power on and off, safe. When turned
on, the switch indicator lights up.
(6) Power Plug: European-style socket with protective ground, with 5A
current-limiting insurance, and power supply short-circuit protection.
(7) Foot cover: part of the structural support, with aluminum posts fastened
before and after, stably placed products and waterproof effect.
(8) Work light: green light when waiting for detection, flashing when alarm.
(9) Alarm light: It goes off when waiting for detection, and lights up red
according to the area when the alarm occurs.
(10) Infrared sensors: All metal detection doors will be generated by some
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surrounding machinery and equipment. False alarm, it can avoid false
alarm. When waiting for detection, the infrared signal is transmitted and
received to form a channel to prevent the alarm. When someone or an
object passes, the alarm circuit is started to allow the alarm.
(11) Fixed screw holes: For products that have been placed in one position for
a long time, Fix the screw holes to fix the product in a position so that it
will not move due to external forces.
(12) Temperature measurement module: The optional integrated module is
located on the right side of the door panel and can be connected to the
security door panel.
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INSTALLATION

1. Assembly
1).Unscrew the screw of the control unit case and open it.
2).As figure 2-3, connect the control unit case to left door and right door at
the location of the angle iron, tighten the screws.
3).Connecting the left and right detecting lines of the control unit case to the
door panel, then connecting the power line to the door panel.
4).Cover the cap of the control unit case, Like Figure 4, Vertical up the
walkthrough metal detector.
5).Plug the power and open the switch, then press startup keypad and then
the walk through metal detector entering into normal working status.

Figure 2

Figure3

2. Panel Markings And Instructions

LCD

Figure 5
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After Startup, the system working indicator light;
LCD screen display the current interface information;
Ir Infrared remote control window;
Enter: confirm key, startup, close, confirm or enter into other option;
← return or select the former option;
→ Forward button go forward or next option;
↑ Increase button increase the value;
↓ Reduce button reduce the value;
Remark: after closing, press 3 seconds for the ENTER key and it'll
startup; after startup, under any interface setting, press ENTER key for
3 seconds, it'll shutdown automatically.

3. Alarm instructions
1. When the test is not carried out according to the specified method, the
system will prompt "please retest" LED lights will all light up red light, and
the sound will give a prompt of rapid dripping sound.
2. When the temperature is detected to be higher than the set high
temperature number, the system will prompt that the "over temperature" led
will all light up red light, and the sound will send out a rapid drip warning.
4. Product Guide
After the power on and open the switch, press the ENTER key for 3
seconds and it startup, the system working indicator, LCD, the
LED working indicator on the panel will light, at the same time the
LED on the panel will be self-diagnostic, the LCD screen display
the company logo, then display other information.
A. The system is entering into self-diagnostic and adaptive
processing, then it'll display the interface Figure 6.
B. If the system don't find any problem, it'll display the normal
interface Figure 7,and then entering into normal checking
interface, like Figure 8.
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C. If the system find abnormal situation, it'll display abnormal
interface, then need troubleshooting and maintenance.

SYSTEM CHECKING..

Figure 6

SYSTEM BREAK..

Figure 7

PASS CNT
0000
ALARM CNT 0000
201 0-01-01

00:24
Figure 8

5. Safety Testing Instructions
After startup, no people pass, the infrared remote controller can shut down
the alarm circuit, the walk through metal detector is under standby situation,
then the LED on the door panel will turn green; when there is people pass
13
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the walk through metal detector and block off the infrared ray, the alarm
circuit will start and the passing times on the LCD screen will increase, also
the alarm circuit is started, and the security door enters the detection state. If
the temperature value is higher than the set value, the door panel LED will
light up the alarm red light, and the sound alarm will sound, and the number
of alarm times on the display screen will be increased by 1.
Remark: If the metal detector encounter strong collision, the LCD
screen will display vibration protection, like Figure 9 .then the alarm
circuit will close too.

VIBRATION PROTECTION

Figure 9

6. Using Several Walk Through Metal Detector Together
In some places, there are many people and so need to install several detector
side by side together
Notice:
A: The distance between each other should be above 100mm.
B: Pay attention to power safety
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7. Remote Controller Using

Figure 10
Red key: startup and close, quickly Startup and close.
Confirm key: confirm or enter into option.
VOL key: alarm setting, adjust alarm time and sound value
↑ Increase button: increase the value.
← Back button: return or select the former option. .
→ Forward button: go forward or next option.
↓ Reduce button: reduce the value.
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FUNCTION SETTING
Under the normal detecting interface, press CONFIRM key enter into the
interface of the put into password Figure 11 , press the ↓ one time and the on
the left turn into 9,then press confirm and enter into the interface of function
setting Figure 12.
Remark: the original password is 900000

INPUT PASSWORD
******
Figure 11

FUNCTION
1.ALARM

4.LANGUAGE

2.SENSITIVITY

5.OCCASION

3.FREQUENCY

6.SYSTEM

Figure 12
According to the key function specification, can view and set all of MENU
function, during making the function setting, can predict & test before
saving the data, then press CONFIRM key after you are satisfied with the
setting result, then the interface will display revised successful Figure 13.
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DATA SAVED
ANY KEY RETURN

Figure 13
1-1. Alarm Setting
After entering into the normal detecting interface Figure 13, press
CONFIRM key directly entering into the interface of alarm setting, Figure
1-1 / 1-2.

ALARM
ALARM TIME:01
ALARM VOLUME:100
ALARM TONE:01
Figure 1-1
Sound alarm time: After entering into the interface of alarm setting, the
value of sound alarm time will be selected and set the alarm sound time,
then press CONFIRM to save the data after setting ok, then press
← key to exit, press →key enter into next setting option.
Sound alarm Volume: setting the sound alarm volume from 1-255 grade.
Sound alarm tone: setting the sound alarm tone, have 11 options 1-9/A/B.
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ALARM
LED ALARM TIME:01S

Figure 1-2
Light alarm time setting: represent the light alarm time in alarm zone, can
set 1-25S.
Remark:
A. the higher sound volume value the bigger sound, until the value reduce to
0, no sound. During setting the volume, press ↑ or ↓ until you are
satisfied with it.
B. the light alarm time setting can set the LED alarm of continuous light up
time for 0-25S.
C. Usually set the time for 1-2S, and the LED will continuous light when set
0.
2-1. Temperature Alarm Setting
(1) Temperature display interface

PAS
ALM

0004

36.6c

0002

2009-02-02

00：21

Figure 2-1-1
(2) Click the “Enter” button on the temperature display interface to enter the
password setting interface;
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INPUT PASSWORD
******
Figure 2-1-2
(3)Enter number to set parameters，like：
A. Enter 310xxx to set the positive temperature compensation value. For
example, enter 310021, which means that the measurement result is
compensated by +0.21 degrees.
B. Enter 311xxx to set the negative temperature compensation value. For
example, enter 311021, which means that the measurement result is
compensated by -0.21 degrees.
C. Enter 41xxxx to query the current temperature compensation value.
D. Enter 32xxxx to set the low temperature alarm threshold. For example,
enter 323550, which indicates that the temperature measurement is below
35.50 degrees, and trigger an alarm. Enter 320000, which means that the
low temperature alarm function is turned off.
E. Enter 42xxxx to query the currently set low temperature alarm threshold.
F. Enter 33xxxx to set the high temperature alarm threshold. For example,
enter 333730 to indicate that the body temperature measurement value is
higher than 37.30 degrees and trigger an alarm. Enter 330000 to indicate
that the high temperature alarm function is disabled
G. Enter 43xxxx to query the currently set high temperature alarm threshold.
3-1. Language Setting
Language setting mode Figure 3- 1, this option is used for setting the
language, Chinese and English.
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LANGUAGE
1.CHINESE
2.ENGLISH

Figure 3-1
4-1.System Setting
System setting interface Figure 4-1

SYSTEM
1.TIME
2.DISPLAY
3.REGISTER

4.REGULATION
5.SYSTEM INFO
6.PASSWORD

Figure 4-1
4-1-1.Time Setting
Time setting interface Figure 4-1-1, can set the time include YEAR,
MONTH, DAY, the time format is 24 hours.

TIME
2010-01-01

00:00

Figure 4-1-1
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4-2-1.Display Setting
Display setting interface Figure 4-2-1, this options is used for setting
backlight working time, and could regulate freely among 0-99S ( 0 means
turn off /99 means always light up).

DISPLAY
LCD BACKL IGHT:99S

Figure 4-2-1
4-3-1. System Registration Setting
System registration interface Figure 4-3-1, this option is used for
registering the product and viewing the product's register information, the
register No has 16 numbers, will give after buying the product.

REGISTED
1. REGISTED INFO
2. REGIST:* * * * * *
**********
Figure 4-3-1

REGISTED INFO
I
D:6 5 5 3 5
CODE:0 0 0 0 0 C
000000
Figure4-3-2
Register information interface Figure 4-3-2, the ID and CODE are fixed and
can't be revised.
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4-4-1. System Adjustment
System adjustment interface Figure 4-4-1 / 4-4-2, this interface could
divide into 4 options such as: Passing rate adjustment/system diagnostic/
system zones partition/factory recovery setting etc.

REGULATION
1. DETECTING SPEED
2. SYSTEM TESTING
3. ZNE SETTINGS
Figure 4-4-1

REGULATION
4. FACTORY RESET

Figure 4-4-2
4-4-2.Passing Rate Adjustment
Press ↓ to move the cursor to the option of passing rate adjustment,
then press CONFIRM key enter into, Figure 4-4-3, can adjust freely from
the scope of 1-100.

DETECTING SPEED
SPEED:020 P/MIN

Figure 4-4-3
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4-4-3. System Diagnostic
Press ↓ to move the cursor to the option of system diagnostic, press
CONFIRM key enter into the interface like 4-4-4, this function is
convenient for repair and improve the repair effect.

Figure 4-4-4
4-4-4.Factory Recovery Setting
Press ↓ to move the cursor to the option of factory recovery setting,
press CONFIRM key enter into the interface like 4-4-5, then put into the
using password and press CONFIRM key, if the password is wrong, it'll
display the interface Figure 4-4-6; if the password is forgot, input the
password of 548924, if the interface of 4-4-6 is not jumped and means
this operation is successful.

INPUT PASSWORD
******
Figure 4-4-5
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ERROR!

Figure 4-4-6
4-5-1.System Information
Figure 4-5-1, can query the system's total working time version and the
safety detecting data.

SYSTEM INFO
1.WORK TIME:00004H
2.VERSION:SLCD3.1
3.ALARM QUERY
Figure 4-5-1
4-6-1.Alarm Query
Alarm query interface Figure 4-6-1, through Alarm query function can
inquire the alarm record from one starting time to over time.
Remark: Only 20 alarm records can be checked at a time.

ALARM QUERY
START T:20-01-01 00:00
END T:09-08-01 00:00
Figure 4-6-1
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4-7-1.Revising Password
Revising password interface Figure 4-7-1, this is for revising the
system's password, it has 6 numbers, the original password is 900000, the
system password will be used when restore the factory setting.

PASSWORD MODIFY
ORIGINAL:* * * * * *
NEW:* * * * * *
Figure 4-7-1
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Inner Dimension: 2000(H) ×710(W)×505(D) mm
External Dimension: 2230(H) ×800(W)×580(D) mm
Gross Weight：68kg
Package：2 cartons
Standard：GB15210-2003

CE

Warranty：1 year
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PACKING LIST
Control unit: 1 piece
Power cable: 1 piece
Screw: 8 pieces
Remote controller: 1 piece
Hexagon wrench: 1 set
User manual: 1 piece
Left panel: 1 set
Right panel: 1 set

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
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【BRIEF MAINTENANCE】
1. Can't Start The Machine
1) Check whether power sockets properly.
2) Check whether the power switch is on.
3) Check the fuse blew out (Only for this model).
2. Can't Account Passengers
1) Don't work in the strong sunlight as it use infrared sensor.
2) Check the left and right infrared sensor probe whether in parallel.
3. Alarm Without Metal
1) First, exclude all the metal in ourself and go through the detector. Find
out which zones alarm and low down the zone sensitivity accordingly until
it is not alarm.
2) Check whether have interference nearby such as big moveable machine ,
high-power equipment.
3) Check whether there are similar products nearby, if so change the
frequency (Original frequency show on the package carton box).
4) Make sure no big wind and smooth installation place.
4. With Metal But No Alarm
1) Follow the user manual and increase the zone sensitivity and total
sensitivity.
2) The factory default setting can detect a coin diameter 25mm .Make
sure the metal size is bigger ,if not adjust the sensitivity accordingly.
5. Single Zone No Alarm
Make higher sensitivity then test again .Change the corresponding zone
signal collection card if problem is the same in highest sensitivity.
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6. Unnormal Communications
1) Follow the user manual and confirm whether is the problem of left
probe or right probe.
2) When confirmed which door frame have communication problems,
pull out its probe and reinsert for several times ,then test again. If problem
the same, then replace the corresponding signal collection card, main board
and wire step by step until confirm the problems.
7. Whole Machine Noninductivity
1) Check whether the communication is ok, follow above 6 steps.
2) If communication is ok, replace the mainboard or signal board step by
step.
8. LCD Screen Problems, LED Bar Graph Not Lighting, Buttons
Not Working
1) Replace the parts from other walk through metal detector to find the
failure parts.
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【WARRANTY CARD】
1. Please keep this card with reasonableness, and show it when maintaining
it.
2. This card will be invalid if without the signature or stamp of the
designated dealer.
3. This card will beregarded asinvalid if it has been filled in details three
guarantees and acknowledgement of receipt. Please confirm whether the
data filled in the three guarantees and acknowledgement of receipt is correct
or not when purchasing it, and then hand it over to the dealer.
4. This card will not be supplied again if losing it.

Product type
Product number
Date acquisition
User( Liaison)
Post code
Address
User's phone number
Fax

Date of maintenance

Record of maintenance
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Maintainer

